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In this note a short new proof of Diestel’s characterization theorem for infinite
k-connected rayless graphs is given, using the concept of the order of a rayless
graph which was introduced by R. Schmidt.  1998 Academic Press
Diestel [3, Theorem 4.3] gives a beautiful description of the structure
of rayless k-connected graphs, showing that they decompose into finite
k-connected graphs in a treelike manner. Based on Schmidt’s concept of order
of a rayless graph [5, 6], in this note a new and short proof of Diestel’s
theorem is given; the present author thus hopes to contribute a step toward
a unified theory of rayless graphs.
Diestel’s aforementioned result reads exactly as follows.
Theorem I. For every graph G the following two statements are equivalent:
(a) G is rayless and k-connected;
(b) G has a rayless k-connected tree decomposition into finite k-connected
parts.
Here, k is any positive integer; a graph is rayless if it contains no infinite
path; a tree-decomposition is rayless if its decomposition tree is rayless,
and it is k-connected if adjacent parts overlap in at least k vertices.
More formally, condition (b) is equivalent (see [1, Chap. I]) to the
existence of a well-ordered family F=(B*)* # _ (where _ is an ordinal)
of k-connected finite induced subgraphs of G such that the following
conditions (1)(4) are satisfied.
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(1) G=*<_ B* ;
(2) for every {<_ with {>0 there is a (smallest) {&<{ so that the
‘‘attachment’’
S{ :=B{ & .
*<{
B*
is contained in B{& ;
(3) the tree with vertex set _ and edges {{& (called the decomposi-
tion tree of F) is rayless.
(4) Each S{ has at least k vertices.
As can be shown directly from (1)(3) and will also become apparent from
our proof, it is no restriction to stipulate the following additional condition
(5) by which in F repetitions of the same member are excluded:
(5) No B{ is contained in any S* .
R. Schmidt [5, 6] showed that it is possible to associate, with every
rayless graph G, an ordinal o(G), called the order of G, so that the
following statements hold:
(6) o(G)=0 if and only if G is finite.
(7) If G is rayless and infinite, then there is a finite F/G such
that all components of G&F have order less than o(G), and if * is an
ordinal<o(G), then there are infinitely many components C of G&F with
o(C)*.
Further, the function o is uniquely determined and in addition the class of
rayless graphs is characterized by the possibility of establishing an order
function on it with the above-mentioned properties.
The order function satisfies the following conditions (see Schmidt [5, 6]):
(8) G/H O o(G)o(H).
(9) If G & H is finite, then o(G _ H)=max(o(G), o(H)).
(10) If F/G is finite, then o(G&F )=o(G).
For an infinite rayless graph G let T(G) denote the set of all finite F/G
such that o(C)<o(G) for every component C of G&F. Condition (7)
implies T(G){<, and by (8) we have
(11) If F # T(G) and F $ is finite with F/F $/G, then also F $ # T(G).
The proofs of the following two lemmas are routine applications of
Menger’s theorem and left to the reader.
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Lemma 1. If G is k-connected and H is a k-connected subgraph of G,
then for every component C of G&H the subgraph of G induced by H _ C
is k-connected.
Lemma 2. Let G be an arbitrary infinite k-connected graph, and let
F/G be finite. Then there are finitely many components C1 , ..., Cn of G&F
such that F _ C1 _ } } } _ Cn induces a k-connected subgraph of G.
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem I. We restrict ourselves to the
nontrivial part (a) O (b). The next lemma is crucial for our line of argument.
Lemma 3. If G is a rayless k-connected graph and F/G is finite, then
there exists a finite k-connected (induced) subgraph H of G which contains
F. In addition, if G is infinite, then H can be chosen in T(G).
Proof by Induction on o(G). Our assertion is trivially true if G is finite;
this establishes the induction start o(G)=0.
Now assume o(G)>0 and the assertion to be true for all graphs of
order<o(G). By (11) we can choose F $ # T(G) with F $#F. By Lemma 2
there are finitely many components C1 , ..., Cn of G&F $ such that F $ _ C1
_ } } } _ Cn induces a k-connected subgraph K of G. From (9) and (10)
we conclude o(K)<o(G). Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, we
find a finite k-connected graph H with F/F $/H/K/G, and H # T(G)
by (11). K
Now let G be k-connected and rayless and let F be an arbitrary finite
subgraph of G. We will complete our proof of Theorem I by showing
that G has a k-connected rayless tree-decomposition F=(B*)*<_ with
k-connected finite B* such that the initial element B0 of F contains F.
We proceed by induction on o(G). Obviously, the case o(G)=0 is trivial.
Now assume o(G)>0 and the assertion to be true for all graphs of order
<o(G).
By Lemma 3 we find a finite k-connected F $ in G which contains F and
lies in T(G). Let (C&)&<% be the collection of components of G&F $, given
in a well-order according to an appropriate ordinal %. In each C& choose
a vertex c& . Let C$& denote the subgraph of G induced by F $ and C& ; it is
k-connected by Lemma 2, and we have o(C$&)<o(G) for every &<%. By the
induction hypothesis each C$& has a tree-decomposition F&=(B&*)*<_&
of the desired kind with F $ _ [c&]/B&o . Now the well-ordered union
(concatenation) of the F& (according to %) establishes the desired tree-
decomposition F of G.
(Note that the ‘‘roots’’ &0 of the decomposition trees for the F&(&>0)
become neighbours, in the decomposition tree for F, of its root 00; so F
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is indeed both rayless and k-connected. By the selection of the c& , condition
(5) is satisfied.) K
As an application of his theory of rayless graphs R. Schmidt [6] proves
the following
Theorem II. Every rayless k-connected graph G is k-minimizable.
(A graph is called k-minimal if it is k-connected but loses this property
if any edge is deleted; it is called k-minimizable if it can be reduced to a
k-minimal graph by the deletion of an appropriate set of edges.)
In [4, Lemma 6.3] it is proved that if a k-connected graph G is the
union of a collection of k-minimizable graphs, any two of which have only
vertices of some fixed finite subgraph F of G in common, then G itself is
k-minimizable. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem I, from this state-
ment (applied to F $ and the C$&) we at once get a new proof of Theorem II.
We conclude with an observation which may be a little surprising at first
glance. One might expect that every rayless k-minimal graph would have
a decomposition F as in Theorem I with the additional property that all
attachments S{ would have exactly k vertices. This is not true, however, as
is shown by simple examples in the case k=2. Let r3 be an integer
and consider a Kr, | with bipartition X=[x1 , ..., xr], N (say); let G be
the graph arising from Kr, | by subdiving each edge once. Clearly G is
2-minimal, but in every decomposition according to Theorem I all the
attachments must be equal to X.
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